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GTSentinel

World-class antivirus protection
for the maritime industry
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GTSentinel is a comprehensive antivirus solution, optimised for the
maritime market and designed to protect the vessel whilst minimising
the impact on low bandwidth networks. GTSentinel utilises the
industry leading, well respected endpoint antivirus solution from ESET.
Viruses can attack any day, any time. GTSentinel now provides live
and daily virus definition updates meaning that vessels will get
the updates as soon as they are available, helping reduce the threat to
business, without incurring large data costs.
GTSentinel data usage will remain the same regardless of if
you have 5 or 50 clients on board.
Data usage example is based on having 5 clients on board a
vessel receiving live updates.
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Benefits of GTSentinel
GTSentinel has been optimised specifically for the maritime market and the new updated version provides
the following benefits;

✔ Z
 ero Day Protection - use of live updates
allowing you to receive the protection
as soon as ESET release signature updates

✔ T
 hreat Reporting - ability to receive a digest of
threats found by GTSentinel

✔ O
 fficial Support and alerts for Server
Editions - fileservers work differently to
traditional endpoint operating systems and require
software tailored to the job

✔ Flexible Signature Updates - offering daily,
weekly or on demand update downloads

✔ Robust Update Mechanism - delivers reliable
updates in challenging conditions

✔ Remote Automated Log Retrieval - no
longer have to liaise with the vessel for log
retrieval reducing support time

Partnership with ESET
In addition to the maritime specific benefits delivered by GTSentinel, in working
in partnership with ESET, GTMaritime provides the following new features;

✔ A
 dditional Anti-Phishing protection protects from attempts to acquire your password
and other sensitive information

✔ E
 SET Shared Local Cache - allows improved
performance in virtualised settings

✔ Botnet Protection (EES only) - helps discover
malware by analysing network communication
patterns

✔ Web Threat Detection Feature - for threats
caused by browser vulnerabilities

✔ N
 ative 64bit Scanning Feature - reduces the
system footprint and allows for efficient scans
All the new features above are delivered along with the standard features of GTSentinel including remote management,
simple install, advanced memory scanner and world-class protection.

To find out more, speak to our sales team today.
E: sales@gtmaritime.com T: +44 (0) 1925 818918

